Left ventricular MRI wall motion assessment by monogenic signal amplitude image computation.
Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is the commonly used technique for the assessment of left ventricular (LV) function. Apart manually or semi-automatically contouring LV boundaries for quantification of By visual interpretation of cine images, assessment of regional wall motion is performed by visual interpretation of cine images, thus relying on an experience-dependent and subjective modality. The aim of this work is to describe a novel algorithm based on the computation of the monogenic amplitude image to be utilized in conjunction with conventional cine-MRI visualization to assess LV motion abnormalities and to validate it against gold standard expert visual interpretation. The proposed method uses a recent image processing tool called "monogenic signal" to decompose the MR images into features, which are relevant for motion estimation. Wall motion abnormalities are quantified locally by measuring the temporal variations of the monogenic signal amplitude. The new method was validated by two non-expert radiologists using a wall motion scoring without and with the computed image, and compared against the expert interpretation. The proposed approach was tested on a population of 40 patients, including 8 subjects with normal ventricular function and 32 pathological cases (20 with myocardial infarction, 9 with myocarditis, and 3 with dilated cardiomyopathy). The results show that, for both radiologists, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of cine-MRI alone were similar and around 59%, 77%, and 71%, respectively. Adding the proposed amplitude image while visualizing the cine MRI images significantly increased both sensitivity, specificity and accuracy up to 75%, 89%, and 84%, respectively. Accuracy of wall motion interpretation adding amplitude image to conventional visualization was proven feasible and superior to standard image interpretation on the considered population, in inexperienced observers. Adding the amplitude images as a diagnostic tool in clinical routine is likely to improve the detection of myocardial segments presenting a cardiac dysfunction.